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Abstract. Chloride ingress into concrete is a major cause for material degradation, such as cracking
due to corrosion-induced steel reinforcement swelling. Corresponding transport processes encompass diffusion, convection, and migration, and their mathematical quantification as function of the
concrete composition remains an unrevealed enigma. Approaching the problem step by step, we here
concentrate on the diffusivity of cement paste, and how it emerges from the microstructural features
of the materials, and the chloride diffusivity in the capillary pore spaces. We employ advanced selfconsistent homogenization theory as recently used for permeability upscaling, based on the resolution
of the pore space as pore channels being oriented in all space directions. This results in a surprisingly
simple analytical (yet implicit) relation between porosity, pore diffusivity and the overall diffusivity
of the cement paste. This relation is supported by experiments, and re-confirms the pivotal role that
layered water most probably plays in pore diffusivity reduction with respect to that found under the
chemical condition of a bulk solution.

1 INTRODUCTION

(quantified by the so-called degree of hydration).
Numerous experimental campaigns provided
valuable insights regarding this compositiondependence, often condensed into (more or
less appropriate) simplified empirical relations
[3–5]. Importantly, the majority of such diffusion tests have been carried out on cement
paste specimens (concrete is regarded as composite consisting of cement paste and aggregates); and in the present paper, we focus on
the chloride diffusivity of cement paste as well.
Striving for investigation of the microstructural
sources driving the overall diffusive properties
of cement paste, so-called differential schemes
[6], have been utilized, allowing to translate the

The presence of chloride ions in concrete
structures is considered a major threat to their
durability [1], since chloride ions are known to
create a milieu favorable for corrosion of embedded steel bars [2]. In this context, the chloride diffusivity of concrete in particular, and of
cementitious materials in general, is a topic of
great scientific interest. Here, the key challenge
lies in the fact that this diffusivity is not constant, but depends on the composition of the
material (governed by the chosen mixture, standardly expressed in terms of the initial waterto-cement mass ratio and the initial aggregateto-cement mass ratio), as well as its maturity
1
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D ≪ ℓ. This allows for the definition of material properties, such as (chloride) diffusivities, on the level of the entire RVE. On the
other hand, the RVE is smaller than a structure or solid (with a characteristic length LS )
built up by the material “cement paste”, as well
as than the characteristic length of RVE-related
physical quantities, LC , here in particular of
the “macroscopic” chemical concentration C
(i.e. ions per volume in the order of ℓ3 ), reading as [12], LC = C/|GRAD C|, with GRAD
as the macroscopic gradient operator. Thus, the
second separation-of-scales condition reads as
ℓ ≪ {LS , LC } [9, 10], allowing for the use
of differential calculus throughout the considered solids or structures, i.e. the use of operators
such as GRAD.
As the microstructure within the RVE is, as
a rule, never known in minute detail, it is represented in the simplest possible (while still
sufficiently complex) way, by means of homogeneous subdomains within the RVE, called
“material phases”. In the present case, these
phases are characterized by quantitative properties, namely volume fractions and (chloride)
diffusivities: one (spherical) solid phase with
volume fraction (1 − fpore ) exhibits negligible
diffusivity (dsolid ≈ 0); while infinitely many,
arbitrarily oriented (elongated) cylindrical pore
phases fill the remaining volume (with volume
fraction fpore ), and exhibit the (chloride) diffusivity of the pore fluid, dpore , see Figure 1.
At the boundary of the RVE, microscopic chloride concentrations c(x), i.e. amounts of ions
per volume in the order of D 3 , are prescribed;
with x being the location vector inside and at
the boundary of the RVE, positioning points at
a resolution of D. This way, averaging rules can
be derived, for both the concentration gradient,
Z
1
GRAD C =
grad c(x) dV , (1)
VRVE

experimental data obtained from cement paste
specimens with different mixture into one “universal” chloride diffusivity of the cement paste
pore solution, dpore = 1.07 × 10−10 m2 /s [7]. Interestingly, this value for dpore is about 15 times
smaller than the chloride diffusivity of a bulk
solution, dbulk = 1.61×10−9 m2 /s [8]; and this is
probably due to the charged pore surfaces causing water structuring, which, in turn, leads to a
reduction of the solution’s diffusivity.
Cement paste actually exhibits clearly nonspherical microstructural features, which, however, were not considered by the aformentioned differential schemes. The question arises
whether the upscaling-based estimate of the
chloride diffusivity of the cement paste pore
solution can be improved when considering a
more realistic microstructural representation of
cement paste. In the present paper, we address this question, and present a homogenization approach considering infinitely many
non-spherical phases, for diffusivity upscaling.
In particular, we address (i) whether such a
more sophisticated and physically profound approach would replicate the experimental data in
a more suitable way than the classical differential method-based approach, and (ii) whether
and how the corresponding estimate of the chloride diffusivity in the cement paste pore solution
changes with respect to its differential methodbased counterpart.
2 Representative volume element of cement
paste
Following the concept of microporomechanics [9, 10], we consider cement paste as matter
filling a representative volume element (RVE)
of typically ℓ = 1 mm characteristic length. The
heterogeneities found within the microstructure filling the RVE relate to the characteristic length scale of the capillary pores between
the hydrates and the yet unhydrated clinker
grains. The characteristic length of these pores,
D, fulfills the separation-of-scales requirement
[10, 11] (D ranging approximately from 1 to
100 µm for early-age cement paste, and from
10 nm to 1 µm for more mature cement paste),

VRVE

and the (ion) flow
J=

1
VRVE

Z
VRVE

2

j(x) dV ,

(2)
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Figure 1: 2D illustration of the 3D micromechanical representation of cement paste: (a) polycrystal-type arrangement of
(spherical) solid and (cylindrical) pore phases, with indication of the characteristic lengths of heterogeneities, D, and of
the RVE, ℓ, D ≪ ℓ; (b) and (c) show the matrix-inclusion problems used for the derivation of localization tensor Apore

where j(x) is the microscopic (ionic) flux, and
J the macroscopic counterpart.

with the macroscopic diffusion coefficient
hom
Dhom
paste = 1Dpaste =
Z2π Zπ
sin ϑ
fpore
dpore Apore (ϑ, ϕ)
dϑ dϕ .
4π

3 Homogenization of the macroscopic diffusion behavior
Considering a microscopic mass conservation law and a pore space orientation-dependent
formulation of Fick’s first law of diffusion, allows to derive the following linear downscaling
relation for the concentration gradients,
(grad c)pore = Apore (ϑ, ϕ) · GRAD C ,

ϕ=0 ϑ=0

(5)
Evaluation of Apore for the RVE depicted in Figure 1, as demonstrated in [17], eventually yields
hom
Dpaste
=

(3)

with Apore as the second-order “downscaling”
or localization tensor related to the concentration gradient of chloride ions encountered
in the pore space; such localization tensors
have been originally defined for linear elasticity [9, 13], and later also for pressure gradients
driving Darcy-type fluid flow [15, 16]. Derivation of Apore has been dealt with in great detail in [17], based on Eshelby’s famous inhomogeneity problem [18]. Inserting Eq. (3) in
the macroscopic, volume-averaged expression
for the ionic flux gives access to Fick’s first law
at the macroscopic observation scale,
Jpaste = −Dhom
paste · GRAD C ,

dpore
×
2(fpore + 9)
h q
2 − 26f
3 33fpore
pore + 9+
i
17fpore − 9 .

(6)

4 Re-evaluation of diffusion experiments:
access to chloride diffusivity at the capillary pore level
Next, we will check whether many different diffusivity tests at the level of cement
paste, with different porosities fpore , deliver,
via Eq. (6), the same (or at least) similar values for the pore diffusivity. Such diffusivity tests are usually not directly characterized
by the porosity fpore , but rather in terms of
the initial water-to-cement mass ratio (w/c), at

(4)
3
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exp
Table 1: Experimentally determined chloride diffusion coefficients in cement paste (Dpaste
); the corresponding pore space
volume fractions (fpore ) follow from cement paste mixture rules, see [7, 19, 20] for details; pore-scale diffusivity dpore
exp
follows from evaluation of Eq. (6), for the respective data pairs (fpore ; Dpaste
)

reference

short name

exp

w/c
[–]

fpore
[–]

Dpaste
−12 2
[10
m /s]

[10

dpore
−10 2

m /s]

Page et al. (1981) [21]

P81

0.40
0.50
0.60

0.071
0.162
0.254

2.600
4.470
12.350

1.451
0.922
1.349

Yu & Page (1991) [22]

Y91

0.35
0.50
0.60

0.071
0.162
0.254

1.200
5.430
7.300

0.670
1.120
0.798

Tang & Nilson (1992) [23]

T92

0.40
0.60
0.80

0.071
0.254
0.387

2.900
9.400
21.000

1.162
1.027
1.130

Hornain et al. (1995) [24]

H95

0.55

0.210

11.250

1.621

MacDonald & Northwood (1995) [25]

M95

0.40
0.40
0.40
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.70
0.70
0.70

0.071
0.071
0.071
0.162
0.162
0.162
0.254
0.254
0.254
0.327
0.327
0.327

2.353
2.549
2.784
6.412
6.745
7.275
12.290
12.570
13.840
18.730
21.570
21.860

1.313
1.422
1.554
1.322
1.391
1.500
1.343
1.373
1.512
1.356
1.562
1.583

Ngala et al. (1995) [26]

N95

0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70

0.071
0.162
0.254
0.327

3.950
7.800
12.600
21.460

2.204
1.609
1.377
1.554

Ngala et al. (1997) [27]

N97

0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70

0.071
0.162
0.254
0.327

4.280
8.430
12.300
21.380

2.388
1.739
1.344
1.548

Castellote et al. (2001) [28]

C01

0.40

0.071

3.646

2.035

Caré et al. (2003) [29]

C03

0.45

0.108

5.650

1.953

Huang et al. (2010) [30]

H10

0.40
0.50
0.60

0.071
0.162
0.254

5.420
8.240
12.000

3.025
1.700
1.311

Sun et al. (2011) [31]

S11

0.23
0.35
0.53

0.071
0.071
0.192

1.030
4.120
10.600

0.575
2.299
1.741

tion fpore . Eq. (6) allows to find, for each data
exp
pair fpore and Dpaste
, one corresponding value
for dpore , see the last column of Table 1. The
such obtained pore diffusivity values are indeed

which the cement paste was produced, see Table
1. Based on the famous Powers-Acker model
[19, 20], the water-to-cement ratio can be translated into a corresponding pore volume frac-
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Dpaste
, Dpaste
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hom
median of Dpaste
hom
95%-quantile of Dpaste
hom
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hom
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hom
2%-quantile of Dpaste
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Figure 2: Comparison of model-predicted and experimentally determined chloride diffusion coefficients in cement paste:
experimental data, see Table 1, versus model predictions provided by Eq. (6), considering the porosities listed in Table 1

well clustered around their mean value d¯pore =
1.476 ×10−10 m2 /s, with a standard deviation of
5.049 × 10−11 m2 /s. Notably, the value for the
pore fluid diffusivity is slightly larger than the
one reported in the Introduction of this paper
(i.e. 1.07 × 10−10 m2 /s), which was determined
from a more simplified representation of the microstructure of cement paste. This confirms the
earlier posed proposition that the water hosting the ions is actually of layered (“glass-type”)
structure, and suggests that the more realistic representation of cement paste according to
Figure 1 indeed leads to a more precise prediction of the cement paste diffusivity. Namely, the
molecular dynamics studies concerning a similar porous geomaterial, i.e. clay, predict a diffusivity decrease from bulk to pore solution by a
factor of 7 [32, 33]; and our new prediction for
the pore solution diffusivity (being by a factor
of 10.91 separated from the bulk solution diffusivity) is considerably closer to this factor 7
than the pore solution diffusivity reported in the
Introduction of this paper (exhibiting factor 15).

of the pore diffusivity, (dpore )50 % = 1.438 ×
10−10 m2 /s, describes the actual, experimentally given porosity-diffusivity trend remarkably well, as underlined by a coefficient of determination of r 2 = 0.913.
5 CONCLUSIONS
Recent developments in continuum homogenization theories extended to infinitely many
material phases related to all orientations in
Euclidean space [17] could be successfully
applied to diffusivity upscaling. The corresponding results allow for improved representation of water-to-cement ratio- and hydrationdependent diffusivity of cement paste.
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